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**Context:** An emphasis on knowledge and skill competency acquisition continues to gain importance in allied health professions. Accuracy and fairness in the summative assessment of competencies are essential to ensure student competence. A positive demonstration of validity, reliability, and authentic quality criteria are needed to achieve evidence-based practice considerations in the assessment of competencies.

**Objective:** To present a variety of instruments used in the assessment of competencies established in the fifth edition of the athletic training competencies document and judge them based on validity, reliability, and authenticity criteria.

**Data Sources:** Literature reviewed for this article included published articles pertaining to the assessment of competencies used in health care professional programs.

**Data Synthesis:** Self, written, and observation assessment methods with specific types of instruments for each category are used in the summative assessment of competencies. Quality of the assessment instruments are considered to ensure score authenticity, validity, and reliability of measures. The type of assessment instrument and its content was recommended depending on the level of competence, which was categorized according to the depth of understanding and complexity of skill in the competencies.

**Conclusions:** There was no one-size-fits-all assessment method determined. Certain instruments demonstrated greater quality than others and were used depending on assessment goals and resources.
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To demonstrate accountability to stakeholders and appease accreditation requirements, athletic training education programs have adopted a standardized competency-based education model whose framework consists of specific pre-determined competencies. Competency-based education programs use competencies consisting of behavioral objectives that are commonly grouped into domains such as skills, knowledge, or attitudes.1 In regards to program acceptance and retention, an emphasis on the objective demonstration of knowledge and skill competence continues to gain significance in allied health professions including physical therapy, physician assistant, occupational therapy, and athletic training. To obtain objective data for grading, the accuracy and fairness of summative assessments are of the utmost importance. It was previously suggested that the goal of the summative assessment of competence is to act as a barrier and protect the public by upholding high standards and screening out students who are incompetent to practice.2

A consistent definition of being competent, or acquiring competence, is very elusive. Epstein and Hundert3 defined competence as a professional’s overall suitability for the profession and the communication abilities, knowledge, technical skills, clinical reasoning, and values he or she is expected to possess and demonstrate. Competencies have been categorized into varying levels of aptitude depending on the depth of understanding and skill complexity requirements. An example of such a model is “Miller’s Pyramid,” which presents four levels of competence.4 These levels, along with corresponding assessment instruments, are presented in Table 1. An example of a level one competency listed in the fifth edition of athletic training competencies5 is “Define evidence-based practice as it relates to athletic training clinical practice.”6(p.17) A level three competency asks the individual to perform a specific skill, such as “Perform joint mobilization techniques as indicated by examination findings.”6(p.24) The highest level of competence requires a professional assessment with real patients. In such situations, the individual is required to address an integration of competencies. Using the fifth edition of the athletic training competencies as an example, this level of competence is referred to as the clinical integration proficiencies.

Assessment instruments need to meet minimum criteria to be considered effective at accurately evaluating competencies. Published literature proposes that to achieve evidence-based practice considerations in assessment design, part of the process needs to feature a positive demonstration of valid, reliable, and authentic methods.6 Validity is a conceptual term that refers to “the extent to which a measurement actually measures what it is intended to measure.”7(p.1217) The different types of validity for assessment techniques include predictive, content, construct, convergent, divergent, and face validity.7 Van der Vleuten and Schuwirth8 state that assessment instrument validity increases when offering students real-world challenges either on paper, in computerized forms, or in laboratory settings. Reliability measures the reproducibility or consistency of measurement.9 Intra-rater reliability is the consistency of assessment by a single assessor using a specific instrument and set of circumstances, while inter-rater reliability is the consistency of multiple assessors using the same instrument and set of circumstances.9 Authentic assessment requires students to use the same knowledge, skills, and attitudes (or the same combination of them) they need to apply in a criterion situation in professional life.10 The level of authenticity of the assessment is defined by its degree of resemblance to the criterion situation.10 For the assessment of knowledge and skill competencies to be authentic, the competencies need to be assessed in a context that resembles the instructional context.11
The purpose of this review is to present instruments that can be used in the assessment of the competencies in the 5th edition of athletic training competencies. I have judged these instruments based on validity, reliability, and authenticity criteria. I have presented this information by assessment method (eg, self, written, and observation) and further divide it by the specific type of assessment instrument.

ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS

Self-Assessment

Self-assessment has been investigated at both the graduate and undergraduate levels.12-15 The accuracy and role of self-assessment in attaining technical skills was explored with noncertified student surgeons using a global rating scale instrument, which showed excellent inter-item and inter-rater reliability; however, this study demonstrated a significant difference in self-assessment scores between the student surgeons and the two trained raters.12 The students consistently scored themselves higher, thereby showing a bias for an overestimation of technical skills. A literature review investigated 17 studies of self-ratings by practicing physicians.13 The self-assessments conducted in these studies were by questionnaire, checklists, or surveys, and they focused on learning needs, confidence in performance, clinical skills, and critical appraisal knowledge. The studies compared physician self-ratings with an external assessment including objective measures such as objective structured clinical examination scores and ratings by residents, patients, or faculty. The results of this review suggested there was no association between the physicians’ self-rated assessments and external assessments, thereby putting the validity of these assessments into question. Self-assessment scores of undergraduate students have also shown a weak correlation with peer and tutor scores,14 which further questions their validity. Self-assessment of communication skills using medical students on video was found to be feasible and informative; however, reliability and validity were not measured in this study.15

Using self-assessment scorings as a summative assessment instrument for competencies at the graduate and undergraduate level suffers in both reliability and validity, but it may hold some promise in athletic training foundational behaviors such as communication skills. It may also be used as a formative assessment tool and support a student’s learning experiences through self-reflection. This type of instrument may be authentic by learning and assessing competencies in universal contexts and could even support adequate reliability; however, the accuracy and validity of this type of assessment is in question.

Written Assessment

Multiple Choice. Written tests such as multiple choice exams are frequently utilized for assessing knowledge. This is especially evident with certification or licensure exams where reliability and validity are essential qual-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competence Level</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Competency Domain</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Recall of Principles, Theories, Concepts</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>MC, TF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Problem Solving, Decision making</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>SA, EE, OE, EM, KF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Demonstration of Skill in Controlled Setting</td>
<td>Skill</td>
<td>SeA, M-CEX, PMP, OSCE, 360, LC, PA, CELI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Real-life Performance</td>
<td>Clinical Integrated Proficiencies</td>
<td>SeA, P, PA, 360 Video with Rating</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MC (Multiple Choice), TF (True or False), SA (Short Answer), EE (Essay Exam), OE (Oral Exam), EM (Extended Matching), KF (Key Feature), SeA (Self-Assessment), M-CEX (Mini-Clinical Evaluation Exercise), PMP (Patient Management Problem), OSCE (Objective Structural Clinical Examination), 360 (360° Assessment), LC (Long Case), CELI (Control, Explaining, Listening, Influencing), P (Portfolio), PA (Peer Assessment).
The authenticity of multiple choice questions may suffer due to the lack of correlation between assessment and practice context. Multiple choice instruments are efficient and cost effective; however, they are not context rich so they may not challenge the more complex cognitive processes needed for understanding certain subject matter. Overall, a multiple choice exam is a good instrument to choose when the goal of the assessment is to examine a large breadth of subject matter while maintaining strong reliability and reasonable validity when providing a significant number of answer choices (eg, 6-10).

True or False. As with multiple choice questions, true-or-false questions can be answered quickly and cover a broad domain while providing a reliable assessment. However, true-or-false exams are difficult to construct because the questions need to be defensibly true or absolutely false. Also, when a student answers a question false, all that can be determined is that the student knows the statement is incorrect and not if the student knows the correct answer. This limitation questions the validity of the instrument. True-or-false exams are most suitable if the purpose is to test whether students are able to evaluate the correctness of an assumption. As with multiple choice instruments, authenticity is also inhibited because of a lack of similarity in context with real-life situations.

Short Answer. Written assessment using short answer questions can test knowledge that requires creativity and spontaneity; however, it shows poor reliability. This assessment technique requires time and demonstrates poor reliability due to inconsistency in scoring and an inadequate sample of domains tested within a given period of time. If there is a limited number of realistic response alternatives, multiple-choice questions would supply adequate validity and be most suitable. If the number of alternatives is large, the extended nature of a short answer question is more authentic than multiple choice questions. This aspect of the short answer question could improve instrument validity and provide the assessor a greater indication of a student’s understanding of the subject matter.

Essay Exam. An essay exam is a reasonable assessment method if the goal is to examine a student’s ability to summarize, find relationships, process information, and gain insight into his or her writing ability. However, the reliability of this type of instrument is very poor. In addition, instrument validity may suffer if the questions are too structured or overly explanatory. Authenticity may be demonstrated when the answer to the question is consistent with the learning context, which should resemble criterion situations. Schuwirth and van der Vleuten have suggested that essay questions should be used only when short answer or multiple choice questions are considered inappropriate. The difficulty in consistently scoring essay questions greatly challenges the reliability of this type of assessment. However, scoring rubrics can guide the assessment and improve the scoring consistency. Essay questions can be context rich and inquire into one’s depth of understanding; however, accuracy in scoring is difficult and breadth of subject matter coverage is minimal.

Extended Matching Questions. Another written assessment technique referred to as extended matching questions consists of a lead-in question, case description, and a list of options. The rationale for this instrument is to create many possible combinations and minimize the “cueing effect” that occurs with a standard multiple choice exam, which should improve authenticity and assessment validity. By using cases instead of facts, this technique can be used to assess problem-solving abilities. Extended matching exams are not difficult to construct, which results in a lower time and cost commitment while still achieving acceptable reliability. Although validity and authenticity have not been specifically studied, it could be argued that this type of instrument could be very positive if its questions adhere to proper content and structure.

A type of an extended matching question could be to select from a list the most likely diagnosis for a specific case. Below is an example of such a question.

A patient walks into the athletic training room with an antalgic gait, including a bent knee, and states he injured his knee when making a cut on the football field...
five minutes ago. Upon observation, moderate effusion is noted. There is no apparent pain with knee palpation. The patient complains of posterior knee pain when passively moving the knee through extension. Results of special testing of the knee include negative findings for valgus and varus stress, Thessaly, patellar apprehension, and posterior and anterior drawer stress tests. A Lachman’s stress test was inconclusive due to muscle guarding.

The list of possible diagnoses for this case could include the following: (a) anterior cruciate ligament tear, (b) medial collateral ligament tear, (c) posterior cruciate ligament tear, (d) medial meniscus tear, (e) lateral collateral ligament tear, (f) lateral meniscus tear, and (g) patellar subluxation.

Portfolio. A portfolio assessment technique is a collection of evidence, usually in written form, of both products and processes of learning. It attempts to bring about professional development of the learner through the critical analysis of experiences. The portfolio is based on experiential learning, which promotes authenticity because the student actively integrates theory and practice with real-life situations. McMullan et al. stated that portfolios have shown low inter-rater reliability; however, they suggested that reliability would improve by decreasing the number of learning outcomes. The tradeoff with reducing the number of learning outcomes though is that the validity of the assessment instrument will suffer. Suggestions for improving instrument reliability include using trained assessors, clear guidelines, and well-defined goals without describing every minute detail. Portfolios are beneficial in acquiring a student’s perception of improvement in real-life skills, which signifies authenticity, and the assessment of foundational behaviors such as professional judgments and ethical issues. Most significantly, portfolios encourage students to develop self-reflection and take charge of their own learning.

Patient Management Problem. A patient management problem (PMP) is constructed to assess decision-making skills. The PMP is composed of a written problem consisting of a clinical scenario followed by items that evoke an injury or illness management plan. Assessors, considered experts in the clinical area, agree on the desired outcome of PMPs based on scoring rubrics but not on the process by which the outcomes are reached. The results from cognitive psychological research have demonstrated that solving complex problems requires more than selecting the correct standard solution. In other words, the efficiency and effectiveness of the process by which a particular case is solved is significant and should be assessed.

Concerns with this technique include the PMP process and outcomes where the scores for intermediate students surpass the scores of experts. This outcome can be explained through cognitive research, which demonstrates that experts differ from students in that their knowledge is organized more efficiently, thereby enabling them to retrieve relevant knowledge faster and solve a problem more efficiently. Since the PMP rewards thoroughness, an expert’s efficiency in diagnosing and managing a clinical case is discouraged and scored negatively. Also, there is a low correlation between simulations, which indicates a poor reliability for this assessment technique. For example, a student’s score on a PMP exam of one clinical case is a poor predictor of the same student’s score on another case, even within the same domain. To improve the validity and reliability of the PMP assessment technique, a large number of cases and long testing times are needed. While expanding the detail of a scenario will increase a problem’s authenticity, increasing the time needed to solve it may result in poor instrument feasibility.

Key Feature. The key-feature approach is used to assess decision-making. The approach consists of a large number of concise, clinical case descriptions that ask for essential decisions and are constructed in a written or computer-based assessment form. Incorporating a large number of cases yields reliable scores. In addition, by focusing only on essential decisions, the approach demonstrates good content and construct validity.

The problem with this assessment method is that preparing a good case and exam is time and labor intensive, and it is difficult to define the key decisions to be made. Another issue is that student problem-solving skills tend to be case specific, as demonstrated by low inter-case correlations. Farmer and Page formulated a guide for using the key-feature approach, which has demonstrated high levels of face and content validity, fair authenticity, and acceptable reliability.

An example of a key feature question that addresses decision-making skills is a case about a basketball player who comes to the athletic training room com-
plaining of ankle pain immediately after inverting his ankle. The individual evaluates the injury and observes mild to moderate swelling, point-tenderness of the soft tissue over the anterior-lateral region of the ankle, and (-) findings using the Ottawa ankle rules. Based on this information, the question could be which of the following is the best decision to make at this time: (a) recommend the patient get x-rays; (b) ice the ankle, then send the patient for x-rays; (c) compression first, then apply ice in one hour; (d) apply ice in 15 minutes; or (e) apply ice immediately?

Observational Assessment

Oral Exam. Traditional oral exams are constructed using one or more examiners who ask a student questions. The exam tends to take the form of an interview or discussion.24 The rationale for this exam is to assess knowledge and probe for depth of knowledge. Not only can such an exam be highly threatening to students, but the exam’s reliability and validity has been challenged.24 The examiners who are taking an active part in the process can introduce bias, and the exam format lacks standardization that negatively affects reliability.24 In an attempt to assess a student’s knowledge of a particular area, an assessor may actually measure aspects of a student’s personality, which also negatively impacts the validity of the test.24 Furthermore, if the purpose of the assessment is to examine factual knowledge, a written exam can more accurately and reliably measure the knowledge. The authenticity of this instrument is challenged because of the inconsistent context between learning and assessment as well as the imposing, unnatural environment for the assessment. An oral assessment could also work well with case-based, standardized cases (6 or more) if it is used in a uniform environment with examiner consistency to ensure validity.18 However, meeting all these criteria is very difficult, time consuming, and unrealistic.

Peer Assessment. Some published medical education literature has demonstrated that students being assessed by peers is a reliable and valid method for assessing clinical management, humanistic, and psychosocial dimensions of clinical performance.25 Also, students have viewed feedback from peers as more meaningful than feedback from faculty in areas such as developing learning agendas and the importance of professional attitudes and behaviors.26 Research using second year medical students discovered that six peer raters provided acceptable reliability, and the authors argued this method provided a way to measure interpersonal skills at all levels of medical training.27

Entry-level masters’ athletic training students assessed their peers with high accuracy in scoring of psychomotor skills, but more than one student was needed to assess a peer for acceptable reliability.28 Since peers are being exposed to the same competency learning contexts and have a similar level of competence, their judgment in assessment could positively influence this instrument's authenticity. This method of assessment may provide valuable feedback for students as a formative assessment tool for learning along with reasonable reliability and validity when using it as a summative assessment25 for soft skills or personal attributes such as communication.

Mini-Clinical Evaluation Exercise. The mini-clinical evaluation exercise (mini-CEX) is an assessment instrument used to measure the clinical skills of medical residents.9 The competencies assessed are communication, clinical examination, diagnosis, and management. The mini-CEX uses one faculty member assessing one resident with one patient for a 15-minute evaluation, and the assessment is done multiple times during the year, in different settings, and with various patients.9 The mini-CEX demonstrates good reliability with the multiple encounters and encourages a growth in student competence throughout the year, which supports the validity of the method.29 Also, criterion validity evaluations have shown a strong correlation with other assessment instruments, and its reliability becomes acceptable with a minimum of 10 encounters.30 The authenticity of this instrument is dependent on the environment and whether the patients are real or simulated.

360° Assessment. A multisource feedback system, or a 360° assessment technique, is a survey-based assessment method that utilizes a specific questionnaire for patients and a separate survey for peers.31 Health professional students may interact differently with patients than they do with colleagues, faculty, staff, and providers of other disciplines. For this reason, the 360° assessment instrument can be valuable since it includes assessors with expertise in multiple disciplines who provide feedback and guidance on student performances. The survey items need to be carefully struc-
tured and give consideration to the type of information the patient or peers can provide to ensure construct validity. Also, to be a valid assessment technique, the raters need to demonstrate their ability to observe the behaviors being assessed.\textsuperscript{31} The reliability of this instrument can be affected by the number of raters. Too few raters may provide data with low reliability; however, too many raters may include individuals with a poor ability to observe the appropriate behaviors, which would negatively affect the validity of the data. This type of instrument creates an authentic context by being assessed in a workplace environment; however, a multi-discipline assessment presents an intimidating environment.

Research that used the 360\textdegree method to assess medical students demonstrated general agreement among different categories of assessors for each medical student, except for students assessing themselves.\textsuperscript{32} The students just beginning their academic programs graded themselves higher than other assessors, while the senior students rated themselves average, or lower than average, than others assessing them. The findings of this research demonstrated good results when using the 360\textdegree instrument to assess interpersonal and communication skills, and it could be used to provide feedback and guidance for the student.\textsuperscript{33} The unfortunate drawback to this technique is its extreme time and resource commitment, which makes it unrealistic to conduct under normal conditions.

Long Case. Long-case examinations were originally used to assess clinical skills, but they have been replaced by objective structured clinical examinations (OSCE), which are discussed in the following section.\textsuperscript{33} In the long-case exam, students are asked to study real patients given ample, uninterrupted time to complete their evaluations. These exam sessions are often unobserved; therefore, the assessment relies on the student’s presentation of the case.\textsuperscript{33} Advocates for this test argue that the assessment of a real patient provides an authentic and valid form of assessment.\textsuperscript{33} However, there is concern over the reliability of the long-case exam because of its small sample of content/cases and the low number of raters employed.\textsuperscript{33} Wass et al\textsuperscript{33} argued that with long-case exams, it would take at least three and one-half hours using 10 real patients to produce acceptable test reliability. Although this type of instrument presents an authentic assessment, the longevity of the exam challenges its feasibility.

Objective Structured Clinical Examination. The OSCE is a timed multi-station exam that assesses students on specific tasks typically using standardized patients (SP) to simulate clinical scenarios or real patients.\textsuperscript{33} Using SPs assures consistency in assessing students by rating them from checklists that are generated by a panel of experts.\textsuperscript{34} However, with SPs the emphasis is placed on standardization and objectivity versus sampling. For example, when assessing the clinical skills of medical students, a real patient’s opinion can be very informative when assessing specific behavioral competencies that relate to human qualities. When using this technique, few cases are needed to assess basic technical skills. However, in order to achieve reliable results, a greater number of cases is required to assess interpersonal skills.\textsuperscript{33} On average with the OSCE technique, stations are fairly short (ie, 10 minutes) so many stations can be presented. Measurement is structured by using a predefined checklist or rating scale, and the sources of variance (eg, bias) are averaged out by using many different stations (10–15), examiners, and simulated patients.\textsuperscript{34}

Due to inter-patient variability and issues of inter-rater reliability, students need to be subjected to multiple exams and assessed using standardized rating forms for reliable patterns to emerge as they are observed.\textsuperscript{33} With isolated competencies, the OSCE is limited in its ability to measure what the student would do in real-life situations that require the integration of different skills, which challenges authenticity and validity.\textsuperscript{34}

In assessor scoring, using a checklist is thought to strengthen inter-rater reliability; however, studies have shown that inter-rater reliability is a relatively small source of error compared to inter-case variability.\textsuperscript{17} The use of global rating scales, or holistic judgments, by assessors did not inhibit reliability when employing direct observation and repeated measurements.\textsuperscript{35} The advantage of a global rating scale is its ability to allow assessors to include more qualitative observations such as the efficiency and ease with which skills are performed by a student.\textsuperscript{17} In fact, when using expert examiners, a global rating scale demonstrates stronger reliability, construct validity, and concurrent validity than the checklist in assessing technical clinical skills.\textsuperscript{35} The decision to use checklists or global ratings could depend on the tasks being scored. For example, checklists may be more appropriate for scoring stations that measure specific, practical, and technical skills. Global rating scales could be used for sta-
tions testing communication skills or when assessing diagnostic tasks that utilize various routes to achieve the same outcome.\textsuperscript{36}

Control, Explaining, Listening, Influencing Instrument. The Control, Explaining, Listening, Influencing (CELI) instrument is used to assess a physician’s ability to educate a patient regarding their condition.\textsuperscript{37} The instrument is composed of four sub-competencies: rapport, explaining, active listening, and influencing. The CELI instrument demonstrates adequate reliability, strong validity, and adequate authenticity as an assessment tool for physician competency in patient education.\textsuperscript{37} The 5th edition of athletic training competencies\textsuperscript{5} does include patient education as a skill under the psychosocial strategies and referral content area, which could warrant the use of this instrument.

Professional Assessment. To assess performance or the highest level of competence, medical education researchers have suggested moving away from simulated situations to the examination of real practice settings using global ratings and expert judgments of clinical work samplings and practice video recordings.\textsuperscript{17} With observations made in real practice, the examinations are more authentic and greater attention is given to adequate sampling than simulations.\textsuperscript{17} However, a large number of judges need to make many observations in order to produce reliable results.\textsuperscript{17}

Another assessment technique at this level is called the incognito SP-based examination. For this technique, participants are trained to portray patients with certain signs and symptoms for specific injuries or illnesses.\textsuperscript{17} The SP visits a student practitioner who, without realizing the patient is a simulator, must diagnose the injury or illness and develop a plan of care for the SP. After the completion of the consultation, the SP completes a pre-defined checklist or rating scale to score the student’s performance. The advantage of this method is that the outcome is not influenced by the measurement because the student is unaware they are being tested. However, this method is expensive and labor intensive, which is partially due to the fact that the SP needs to be trained well to produce sufficient authenticity.

To assess a student’s integrated clinical proficiencies, an evaluator may use either SPs, actual patients, or simulations.\textsuperscript{38} Published research suggests that assessing student performance with computer-enhanced mannequins and virtual reality simulators can achieve a high degree of reliability and evidence of validity.\textsuperscript{39} For example, researchers have reported strong validity and reliability ratings when assessing resident performance during microscopic examination using virtual microscopy with computer-assisted case simulators.\textsuperscript{40} The assessment of more abstract skills, such as the demonstration of professional behaviors, may be accomplished best by using a combination of tools (eg, using portfolios along with mini-CEXs).\textsuperscript{41} Such assessments may be useful to athletic training educators. For example, professionalism is a foundational behavior of athletic training professional practice that must be assessed throughout the educational program.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of summative assessments of competencies is to ensure that students have reached an acceptable, pre-determined level of competence in all domains when they complete their educational experiences.\textsuperscript{42} Assessing all levels of competence, however, requires a combination of written exams and observations. Creating quality yet feasible instruments that verify student expertise with their competencies is very challenging.

To ensure the validity of an assessment, some general guidelines for the summative assessment of competencies need to be reviewed. One suggestion noted in the literature is to test items of knowledge and those measuring clinical skills equally since this positively influences assessment validity.\textsuperscript{16} Another suggestion to ensure validity is that the higher the level of competence assessed, the more clinically authentic the assessment needs to be.\textsuperscript{8} Also when examining higher levels of competence, assessments of professional judgment using global ratings may be more valid than detailed checklists giving objective scores.\textsuperscript{35}

The greatest threat to the reliability of both written and clinical simulation examinations does not appear to be from their structure, but rather errors in sampling.\textsuperscript{17} Sampling, in this case, means the items are selected from a range of possible knowledge or skill questions. Errors in sampling may occur when the number of items are limited or too focused on a single element.\textsuperscript{8} Interrater reliability may be improved through multiple examiners across different cases. Although a larger number of assessors with varied strengths may improve reliability, the assessors should share the same assessment criteria or rating scale to be sure they are
working from the same standards. Inter-case reliability refers to the consistency of a student’s performance across clinical cases or stations. There is a need for many stations and sufficient testing time for adequate inter-case reliability. Since competence is highly dependent on context (ie, situation or task) and content (ie, knowledge, skill, or attitude), an effective assessment method must gather a large sample of observations (eg, items, patients, stations or essays) across the content area, which are then tested with a careful sampling of examiners. When combining several assessment methods, overall reliability becomes acceptable.

This review provides examples of several promising competency assessment instruments when judged by quality criteria. When considering knowledge competencies, certain techniques come to the forefront. Knowledge tests, such as multiple-choice exams, are very efficient in handling large numbers of students and can cover a wide range of domains while maintaining strong reliability. If the goal of the assessment is to gain an impression of how well students understand specific concepts, short answer questions may be useful but they may also be less reliable than multiple choice exams. A very promising alternative with the assessment of knowledge competencies is the extended matching question instrument. With proper construction and content, this assessment method can potentially provide acceptable quality with all assessment criteria. In a written examination, the type of instrument does not determine what level of competence is being tested; instead, the content of the question determines the level of competency assessed. For example, multiple choice questions can be constructed to solve problems versus just recalling facts.

When assessing specific psychomotor skills, the OSCE provides adequate reliability and validity when incorporating an adequate number of stations, expert judges, and global rating scales. The mini-CEX instrument can be utilized for the assessment of integrated competencies, such as with clinical evaluation and management skills. Reliability improves with multiple encounters; however, validity suffers with simulated patients. Decision-making skills can be adequately assessed using key feature questions on essential decisions and a relatively large number of cases. Multiple peer assessments may provide accurate assessments and provide collaborative learning with colleagues on specific types of competencies. Another instrument that has shown promise in the assessment of soft skills is the CELI instrument, which is presently designed for assessing a physician’s skill in educating patients. It has shown strong reliability and validity in this specific area, and with the adjustment of questions, could arguably be useful in the assessment of all patient-practitioner communication skills.

Integrated clinical proficiencies can be assessed with the help of virtual reality simulators, mannequins, SPs, or real patients. However, feasibility issues such as time constraints and resources affect the ability to use these techniques. Consequently, a combination of assessment methods may be needed. For example, the use of portfolios with clear guidelines that provide for clinical reflection in combination with mini-CEXs could provide adequate assessment quality. Optimal assessment techniques incorporating authentic work settings with adequate sampling across different contexts and various assessors with video assessment and incognito patients could be used to examine students at the performance level.

Although not of direct concern, it is critical to realize that the type of assessment instrument persuades students to engage in specific learning strategies. Student learning is driven by the content, format, and programming of assessment. Given the influence of testing, assessors need to decide how they want students to learn and use the appropriate exam to steer their learning in the desired direction. For example, a particular test format may encourage students to memorize information to maximize their test score; however, this could inhibit the student’s understanding of the material. Various assessment techniques can lead to different learning behaviors, which reinforces the view that how the assessment takes place, and in what context it occurs, affects student learning.

In summary, an ongoing evaluation and adjustment in the assessment of competencies is imperative. The literature has demonstrated that there is no one-size-fits-all assessment method for competencies. Additional research is needed that investigates sources of variance in areas such as assessment techniques, assessors, competency domains, tasks, patients, contexts, timeframes, authenticity, educational consequences, and competency level. When comprising assessment techniques for competencies in a competency-based health profession education program, there are a number of things to consider in the assessment planning process. Schuwirth and van der Vleuten recommend assessors construct a document.
to aid the assessment planning process, and this document should include the purpose of the assessment, the goals, the techniques to be used and why they are used, how sampling will take place, the quality control mechanisms to use, and how results from measurements are to be compiled to examine assessment efficiency and effectiveness. The content of the test rather than its method primarily determines what is being measured.44 For example, multiple choice questions could test problem-solving competence while an oral exam could test factual knowledge. Also, the assessment plan should be a carefully composed combination of techniques that provide an overall judgment of competence.8
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